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ABSTRACT

FLAME DYNAMICS IN UNSTEADY STRAINED FLOWS

by
Zili Huang

In this dissertation, the response of a premixed flame to time-dependent strained flow

fields is investigated. Because of the potential application to turbulent combustion

modeling, the main focus is on the particular case of a flame in stagnation point

flow with an imposed oscillatory strain rate. The flame is modeled as a hydro-

dynamic discontinuity separating burned from unburned gasses. To complete the

formulation of the problem, conditions relating the fluid variables across the flame

front are needed, as is a flame speed equation that determines the evolution of the

discontinuity. These conditions are derived through asymptotic analysis of the flame

structure.

In the first part of this dissertation, an existing hydrodynamic model is

employed to assess flame response to oscillating stagnation point flow. The model

is valid for near-equidiffusional conditions, i.e. for near-unity Lewis numbers.

Under these conditions, the flame speed varies linearly with strain. Unlike previous

theoretical investigations, the present formulation places no restrictions on the

amplitude of the oscillations, and we account for the full interaction between the

flame and the flow. Solutions are constructed by a combination of asymptotic and

numerical methods. Results regarding flame response are in agreement with previous

experiments and studies. We also obtain the following results as a consequence of

the underlying time-periodic flow: (a) the mean flame position is shifted upstream

from the steady state location, (b) a region of reverse flow appears immediately

ahead of the flame front during part of each cycle, and (c) there is a maximum



amplitude of oscillation beyond which the flame fails to exist. These results are most

pronounced at high frequencies and agree with the asymptotic solution constructed

in that regime.

In the second part of this dissertation, a new model is derived which exhibits

a nonlinear dependence of flame speed on strain. The model is valid for arbitrary

Lewis number, and unlike previous models, it allows for an unsteady flame structure.

Asymptotic methods are used to construct solutions across the narrow flame zone

(and reaction zone), and asymptotic matching then yields the nonlinear flame speed

equation. The new model is then employed to investigate flame response to unsteady

strained flows. Our results predict that the flame becomes most sentive to fluctu-

ations in the flow as steady state extinction conditions are approached. Also, at high

frequency the flame response is the same, regardless of the mixture properties. These

results are in good agreement with experiments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Objective

Combustion phenomena are interesting and complicated physiochemical processes, in

which thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, chemical kinetics, and transport processes

take place. As such, the equations governing even the simplest practical combustion

system are extremely difficult to solve because they possess many nonlinearties,

including Arrhenius Reaction Rate terms. No analytical solutions exist, and the

equations are beyond the scope of even the most sophisiticated computational

techniques. An understanding of these complicated processes must begin with

careful mathematical modeling followed by analysis and interpretation of solutions.

This approach has successfully explained many aspects of combustion, thus far, and

will continue to play an important role in combustion research in the future. This

dissertation is concerned with modeling of flames in unsteady, nonuniform flows.

One important topic of much active research is turbulent combustion modeling.

Its importance is due to the fact that turbulent reacting flows occur in most practical

combustion systems including rocket engines, gas turbine combustors, and internal

combustion engines. A number of theoretical approaches have been taken in order

to better understand turbulent combustion. This understanding is vital to give

insight into such topics as emissions control, efficiency, etc. One successful modeling

approach considers the reaction-sheet regime of turbulence, in which the flame

structure remains intact while propagating through a turbulent flow field. The

evolution of the flame front depends on local flow conditions. An important charac-

teristic of turbulent flow is that it is unsteady and strained. Since flame propagation

can be highly influenced by the presence of both unsteady and strained flows, a

1
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detailed description of flame propagation in these conditions can lead to a better

understanding of turbulent combustion and can also effectively guide future studies

and experiments.

The present study investigates these issues of premixed flame propagation.

There are two main projects: 1) employ a simplified model to analyze flame dynamics

in a simple unsteady strained flow, and 2) to derive new model of flame propagation

which allows for unsteady flame structures and captures the flame extinctions.

1.2 Overview of Problems

Many combustion phenomena are characterized as having localized regions where

solutions change rapidly due to wide disparities in spatial and temporal scales.

Asymptotic methods are therefore an effective tool to analyze such systems by

exploiting different scales.

One particular limit that has led to huge advances in combustion science is the

limit of large activation energy. Reaction usually proceeds according to an Arrhenius

law, which exhibits an exponential dependence on temperature. In most practical

combustion systems, the activation energy is quite large and as a result, chemistry is

confined to a very narrow zone. Asymptotic methods can formally be used to resolve

these reaction zones, effectively replacing the nonlinear reaction rate term by jump

conditions relating all relevant variables across the reaction zone.

This technique was used by soviet scientists in the 1940's, but its largest impact

as a singular perturbation technique to advance combustion theory come after the

work by Bush and Fendell(1970), see also the review by Williams(1971) in the Annual

Review of Fluid Mechanics. These ideas have led to significant theoretical advances in

all areas of combustion science. In particular, it has allowed for the formal derivation
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of reduced models of premixed flame propagation. Two classes of models that are of

particular interest are Diffusional-Thermal Models and Hydrodynamic Models.

The essense of diffusional thermal models suppose that the transport equations

are decoupled from the fluid dynamic equations. Thus one specifies a flow field

and solves for the temperature and reactant concentration. This approximation

takes the effect of flow field on the flame into account, but ignores the effect of

the flame on the flow field. This is formally true only when thermal expansion

is weak, and for this reason, these models are commonly refered to as constant

density models. Matkowsky and Sivashinsky(1979) gave a consistent mathematical

derivation of this model by using matched asymptotics. The resulting model has since

been used extensively to study a wide variety of flame dynamics, such as extinction

and instabilities.

The second class of models, and that are of interest in this dissertation, are

commonly referred to as hydrodynamic models, which describe flames whose diffusion

thickness is much smaller than a typical length scale associated with the outer

bulk flow, for example, the radius of curvature of the flame front. As such, the

flame is treated as a moving "surface" of density discontinuity separating burned

from unburned gasses. The flow on either side is governed by the incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations, although the density is different on either side. This model

was first proposed by Landau(1944), in his study of the stability of a planar flame

propagating in a tube. To relate the fluid variables on either side, he imposed the

Rankine-Hugoniot relations, expressing conservation of mass and momentum across

the flame and also assumed a constant flame speed, i.e. he assumed that the surface

propagates at a constant speed relative to the incoming flow. However, contrary to

experimental observations, Landau's model predicted that a plane flame is uncondi-

tionally unstable due to thermal expansion of the gas. It was believed that stable
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flame must be result of stablizing influence of flame structure. In order to improve

on Landau's model, Markstein(1951) assumed that the propagation velocity of the

flame relative to the gas was a function of the curvature of the flame front. Thus he

assumed a linear relation between flame speed and curvature and he introduced a

phenomenological constant µ to account for this. He showed that the flame is stable

under perturbations of sufficiently short wavelength when µ >0.

More recently, conditions relating fluid variables and flame speed equations

have been rationally derived using matched asymptotics. Those works exploit the

dual limit of high activation energy and thin flames. Models have been developed

for Near-Equidiffusional Flames(NEFs) Matalon and Matkowsky(1982), as well as

Slowly Varying Flames(SVFs) Sivashinsky(1976); Buckmaster(1977).

The NEF models are appropriate to describe flames in mixtures with near unity

Lewis number, which is defined as the ratio of thermal to mass diffusivities. Such

models predict a linear dependence of flame speed on stretch. These models explicitly

contain those expressions and thus they are free of phenomenological parameters.

Glavin and Williams(1982), also analyzed the flame structure and its interaction

with the fluid flow to derive the flame speed equation and jump conditions for

fluid variables across the flame front. Matalon and Matkowsky(1982) took flame

structure into account and derived an equation for the propagation of the flame

surface and jump conditions for fluid variables across the front for NEFs. Bechtold

and Matalon(1998) later extended this model by including near-stoichiometric effects

as well as variable transport properties, and their results are valid for arbitrary flame

shapes in general fluid flows.

SVF models are essentially hydrodynamic models which allow for arbitrary

Lewis number. They are derived for a distinguished limit relating flame thickness

and inverse activation energy. These models exhibit a nonlinear dependence of flame
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speed on stretch, and lead to predictions of various nonlinear phenomena, including

extinction. Sivashinsky(1976) considered flames that are slowly varying in both space

and time and derived an equation relating the shape of flame front to hydrodynamic

flow. And for a weakly perturbed stationary plane flame front, Sivashinsky's equation

gives a Markstein type dependence. Buckmaster(1977) considered distinguished limit

perturbations of the classical one-dimensional deflagration wave in the limit of large

activation energy in order to investigate unsteady effects, three-dimensional effects,

and the effects of heat losses and area changes on slowly varying laminar flames.

Both of these classes of models have been used to study flame response to

various flow conditions. One particular geometry often used is the flame in a

stagnation point flow. This is motivated in part by the reaction sheet regime of

turbulent combustion for which this geometry serves as the prototype for a laminar

flamelet.

There are a number of studies that have considered steady stagnation point

flow. Libby and Williams(1982) used a diffusional-thermal model to study flame

response to straining caused by turbulent fluctuations. They concluded that,

for moderate and lower strain rates, there are reaction surfaces that maintain a

diffusive-reactive balance. But for high strain rates, there is an extinction regime

in which there is a reaction zone having a diffusive-convective-reaction balance.

Wu and Law(1984) experimentally studied the effects of stretch on the determi-

nation of the laminar flame speed. Their results demonstrate that preferential

diffusion can cause the flame temperature and mass burning rate to either increase

or decrease, depending on the mixture effective Lewis number and whether the flame

is positively or negatively stretched. Eteng, Ludford and Matalon(1986) adopted the

stagnation point flow configration to examine issues such as the flow displacement

and extinction characteristics of steady strained flames. In their study, they used an
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NEF Hydrodynamic model and the strain rate was assumed to be moderate rather

than large, so that the flame stands clear of the viscous boundary layer near the

wall. They constructed complete solutions for flow field, which explicitly described

the displacement effect due to thermal expansion. Kim and Matalon(1988) later

used a SVF model to study flame extinction.

More recently, it has been recognized that unsteady effects may have a

significant influence on strained flames. This has led to a number of investi-

gations of flame in unsteady strained flows. Saitoh and Otsuka(1976) were the first

to experimentally examine the response of counterflow flames to small amplitude

sinusoidal variations in the imposed flow field. They also carried out a numerical

simulation to support their observation. Their results suggested that the amplitude

of the flame response decreases as the frequency of imposed oscillation is increased

to high values, and the phase lag between the flame and the imposed flow becomes

nearly 90° out of phase for NEFs.

Later on, Stahl and Warnatz(1991), and Egolfopoulos(1994) numerically inves-

tigated the influence of unsteadiness on the structure and dynamics of counter-

flowing premixed laminar strained flames. The unsteady conservation equations of

mass, momentum, energy and species were solved along the stagnation streamline

of the counterflow by using detailed description of chemistry and variable transport

properties. Their results demonstrate that the flame response is quasi-steady at

low imposed frequency, while at high frequency it fails to respond to the imposed

velocity oscillations. Petrov and Ghoniem(1995) revisited the validity of the tradi-

tional assumption that the flame response to strain is instantaneous by examining

the time-dependent response of a premixed laminar flame when subjected to either

a sudden change in strain or a periodic strain. They also investigated Lewis number

effects in their study. They found that at low frequency oscillations, the phase shift
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between the strain and the burning velocity is close to 0 for Le < 1 and near 90°

for Le ≥  1. At high frequency oscillating strains, and over the entire range of Lewis

number and flame temperature, the phase shift is of order of 140°.

Most recently, Im, Bechtold and Law(1996) studied the response of counterflow

premixed flames to oscillating strain rates by using both twin and single flame

counterflow configrations. Their emphasis was to examine the response of the

reaction sheet and burning rate to time varying strain rates, and attention was

focused on near-extinction conditions so that the time scale of the imposed

unsteadiness was comparable to that of diffusive transport. The Lewis number

was shown to play an important role in the flame response, especially for flames near

extinction. Their results also demonstrate that extinction can be delayed when the

strain rate oscillates about the static extinction point. Thus the laminar flamelet

regime of turbulent combustion may be broader than predicted by steady analyses.

The results of all above mentioned studies agree qualitatively with the experimental

observations reported by Saitoh and Otsuka(1976).

All of the unsteady theoretical studies employed diffusional-thermal models

that are appropriate for high strain rates when the flame lies in the viscous boundary

layer near the stagnation plane. In this dissertation, those analyses are extended by

considering weakly strained flow so that the flame resides outside the viscous layer.

Thus hydrodynamic models are appropriate to describe the flame-flow interactions.

Solutions to the model problems are constructed using a combination of asymptotic

and numerical methods. Focus is on nonlinear flame response, including extinction.

An outline of the contents of this dissertation is as follows.

In chapter 2, I introduce the full system of governing equations for premixed

flame propagation in a gaseous combustible mixture. Appropriate scales are

identified and nondimensionalization is discussed.
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In chapter 3, I will use the NEF model derived by Bechtold and Matalon(1998)

to investigate the flame response to the stagnation point flow with time-dependent

strain rate. Both time-periodic and impulsively-changed strain rates are considered.

I use a combination of numerical and asymptotic techniques to construct complete

solutions to the governing equations which include the flame response to the imposed

unsteadiness as well as the displacement of the incident flow due to the thermal

expansion. I also use the same NEF flame model to investigate how the mass and

thermal diffusivities as well as the viscosity affect the flame response to incoming

flow.

In chapter 4, I use asymptotic techniques to derive a flame speed equation for

SVFs in general flow field in which all the transport coefficients are temperature

dependent. Similar to previous studies, the flame structure is quasi-one-dimensional

along the coordinate attached to the flame front but unsteady effects are retained in

the structure. This is in contrast to previous studies, which considered quasi-steady

structures. The new model is used to assess the influence of fast-time oscillation on

extinction.

Finally, in chapter 5, I summarize the results and suggest extensions of this

work for future research.



CHAPTER 2

BASIC EQUATIONS FOR HYDRODYNAMIC FLAME MODEL

2.1 The Model

The equations to describe premixed flame propagation in general flow field involve the

coupling of Navier-Stokes equations for fluid dynamics to the transport equations of

combustion. For a single reactant mixture, the mass, momentum, species and energy

conservative equations governing flow field and chemical reaction are given by

together with the boundary conditions

9



this kind of nonlinearity greatly increases the difficulty of these problems.

This system serves as the starting point to describe a wide range of combustion

problems.

2.2 Nondimensionalization

To begin, we nondimensionalize all variables with respect to their values in the fresh

cold mixture, thus we can introduce nondimensional variables as follows:

1 0

speed, i.e. the velocity of an adiabatic plane flame through the given mixture. Since

the velocity of flame propagation is much slower than that of sound propagation,

can then be expanded in the small parameter Ma . Therefore the nondimensionalized

This means the process is nearly isobaric. Then in terms of the nondimensional

quantities, the leading order terms in Mach number Ma expansion are
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ratio of heat to mass diffusivities; the Prandtl number Pr is the ratio of viscous to

hydrodynamic length scale; q is the total heat of reaction per unit mass of reactant

such that the nondimensional flame speed of a plane adiabatic flame is unity.

We are concerned with the development of hydrodynamic models, for which the

flame thickness is relatively small compared with the typical hydrodynamic length

a schematic illustration of a thin flame is shown.



Figure 2.1 Flame as surface separating burned from unburned gas

Outside the flame zone, the shaded region in sketch, the flow field is that of an

incompressible and inviscid flow, although the density is lower on the burned side as

compared to unburned side.

In Landau's original model, he considered the flame to be a surface on either

12
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Integrating the above equations across flame "surface" at x =	 z, t), gives

Rankine-Hugoniot relations for mass and momentum conservation, i.e.

where the brackets [•] are used to denote jumps across the surface. For convenience,

we express the flame surface mathematically as

such that the unit normal pointing toward the burned gasses is

and the propagation speed of the front relative to a fixed frame of reference is

In order to complete his formulation, Landau further assumed that the flame

speed, i.e. the speed of the flame relative to the local flow velocity, remained constant

This model predicts that a plane flame is unconditionally unstable, contrary to

experimental observations. This can be attributed to the fact that Landau's analysis

ignores the flame structure effects. However, as recently demonstrated, cf. Matalon

and Matkowsky(1982), Pelce and Clavin(1982), Bechtold and Matalon(1998) these

effects can be incorporated by analyzing the flame structure with asymptotic
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methods. In particular, these new models exhibit an explicit dependence of flame

speed on both strain rate and curvature, as well as the diffusional thermal parameters.

In the chapter to follow, I employ these models to study flame response to

unsteady nonuniform flow.



CHAPTER 3

THE RESPONSE OF NEAR EQUIDIFFUSIONAL FLAMES
TO UNSTEADY STAGNATION POINT FLOW

3.1 Problem Description

Premixed flame propagation can be highly influenced by the presence of unsteady

strained flow. In this chapter, I will use a NEF model derived by Bechtold and

Matalon(1998) to study how the premixed flame responds to an unsteady strained

flow. The geometry under consideration is sketched on figure 3.1 below.

Figure 3.1 Flame in unsteady stagnation point flow

I restrict attention to a flat flame in a two-dimensional or axisymmetric

stagnation point flow as illustrated in the figure. Experiments confirm that this

V correspond to the axial and transverse (or radial) components of the velocity.

The location of the stagnation plane and of the flame front are denoted by x = 0

15
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and x = D, respectively. It is anticipated the flame remains flat, but its location

changes continuously in time as a result of temporal variations in the flow field, i.e.

The flame surface, which separates the gas into burned and unburned regions,

can be described mathematically as

such that F > 0 corresponds to the burned region. Outside the flame zone, the

density p and temperature T remain constant, and in particular, we have

expansion coefficient.

flame zone, can be written as

The relations, relating the fluids variables across the flame surface, and the

normalized flame speed equation derived by Bechtold and Matalon(1998), can be

expressed in coordinate-free form as



flame. Also IC is the flame stretch, given by

and for the geometry under investigation, n and vn, take the form

The parameter a is commonly referred as to the Markstein number and is given

addition to the above conditions, I require that the normal component of velocity

vanish at the wall, i.e. U(0, t) = 0. It should also be noted that a viscous boundary

layer exists near the wall that causes transverse velocity, V, to vanish there as well.

3.2 Analysis

The imposed flow at x = ∞ resembles the flow against a wall in the absence of

vorticity, and is characterized by a time-dependent strain rate (t). Since the flow

ahead of the flame, for x > D(t), remains potential flow, it is given by

17

for the two-dimensional case and v = 1 for the axisymmetric case. The velocity

field described by (3.10) can effectively express the flow against a virtual body
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at x = a(t), standing in front of the actual one; that is, the flame displaces the

incoming stream away from the body a distance a (see figure 3.1), which remains

to be determined during the course of the analysis. This displacement is a direct

consequence of thermal expansion which causes a deflection of the streamlines upon

crossing the flame front. It should be pointed out that this effect is in addition to

the viscous boundary layer displacement and, in fact, is more pronounced than the

latter persisting as it does when the viscosity goes to zero. However, it does not

persist when a 1 and indeed, a tends to zero in this limit. The pressure in the

unburned gas is obtained from Bernoulli's equation as

The equation for the flame speed equation (3.4), provides a relation between the

flame position D(t), and the flow displacement a(t), namely

Thus, the problem thus reduces to solving equations (3.2) and (3.3) for the flow

field in the burned region 0 < x < D, subject to the conditions (3.4)—(3.7).

In the burned region, vorticity is produced along flame surface, so it is

which is obtained by taking the curl of the momentum equation (3.3). The amount

of vorticity produced at the flame is determined by integrating the y-component of

the momentum equation (see Appendix A), which yields



where

19

The vorticity condition suggests that we look for solutions of the form

and above nonlinear PDE is to be solved under those conditions, which come from

(3A)-(3.7) (see Appendix A)



We integrate (3.17) once, and also make following transformation

so that the problem becomes

20

The advantage of this formulation is that the boundary conditions at the flame

are now independent of D and are applied at the fixed position z = 0. We can

therefore solve first for G(z, t) and then use (3.30), namely

to determine the flame location. Finally, the flow displacement a(t) is obtained from

(3.31). At this point, entire problem is reduced to solve (3.26)—(3.31) for the stream

function in the burned region.

3.3 Hydrodynamic Effects with Time Periodic Strain Rate
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At leading order, we have

For a constant strain rate, p, constant, the system (3.33)—(3.35) possesses an

exact solution given by Eteng, Ludford and Matalon(1986); these results are quoted

here for completeness. For the two-dimensional case (v = 0), the solution and flame

location are given by

For the axisymmetric case (v 1), the solution and flame location are given

respectively. The displacement a () follows from the relation (3.35). The results

indicate that an increase in strain rate will result in a shift in the flame standoff

distance towards the wall and a reduction in the distance between the flame and the

virtual stagnation plane.

In general, the system (3.33)—(3.35) must be solved numerically, although

asymptotic solutions can be constructed in limiting parameter regimes. For this
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This first order quasi-linear hyperbolic partial differential equation can be

solved by using the method of characteristics, cf. Smith(1978). The characteristic

curves are determined from the equation

and along each of these curves, satisfies the Ricatti equation

By comparing equation (3.34) with (3.41), one notes that the wall position,

z= —D, in addition of being a streamline is also a characteristic curve. A predictor-

corrector method is used to solve (3.41) and (3.42), and at each time step the integral

in (3.39) is evaluated by using the trapezoid rule.

Because of the potential application to turbulent combustion modelling, we

first solve the above system for an imposed time periodic strain rate; particularly we

consider

the imposed flow at x=∞ is always moving towards the wall, but otherwise place

trace the evolution of the flame after it is set in motion, and so the boundary data

are sufficient to determine G o (z, t). The flame location is then found by integrating

(3.34), with the flame assumed to reside at its steady state (corresponding to µ  = 1)

initially. In the calculations reported below, we have fixed σ = 6. Only results for the

axisymmetric (v = 1) case are reported; results for the two-dimensional configuration

exhibit similar behaviour.
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Figure 3.2 Flame position versus time for two different values of the imposed amplitude

In figures 3.2 and 3.3, we plot the flame position D, and the displacement a as

functions of time for fixed frequency w = 2 and two different values of the amplitude

of the imposed oscillation A. As expected, for small values of A the flame and

displacement are seen to respond sinusoidally about their steady states. For larger

values of A, the nonlinear effects become apparent as illustrated by the curves for

A = 0.4. In particular, the response remains periodic (this result is also readily seen

in the phase plane diagrams of both flame position D(t) and the flow displacement

a(t)), but the sinusoidal character of the curves is lost. The mean position of the

flame over one period is now further away from the wall when compared to the steady

state location (3.38). Note that the peaks of the curves are much sharper than the

troughs indicating a more rapid motion when the flame resides further upstream.

This results from the fact that, in an upstream location, the flame experiences a

large relative change in normal gas velocity over a short time interval. The nonlinear

effects are more apparent in the curves showing the variation of the displacement
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Figure 3.3 Flow displacement versus time for two different values of the imposed
amplitude A = 0.1 and A= 0.4, with ω  = 2 and σ  = 6

a(t) in time, and also in the phase planes of both flame position D(t) and the flow

displacement a(t).

We next investigate how the flame response is affected by the frequency of

imposed oscillations. As previously discovered, both experimentally and theoret-

ically, cf. Saitoh and Otsuka(1976) and Im, Bechtold and Law(1996), the flame

exhibits a phase lag with the imposed fluctuations. Our results confirm this

phenomenon and, furthermore, identify a phase lag in the flow displacement. In

figure 3.4, the phase lag is plotted as a function of frequency for fixed amplitude

neously to the fluctuating flow field and are effectively in phase. The phase lag in

the flame's response is seen to increase monotonically with w and at high frequencies

the flame is nearly 90° out of phase. On the other hand, the phase lag between the

displacement and imposed flow is non-monotonic. For modest values of c.0 they are
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Figure 3.4 Phase lag of flame and of flow displacement relative to the incoming flow as
a function of frequency with A = 0.1 and a = 6

clearly out of phase, but at high frequencies they again become in phase with one

another.

In figures 3.5 and 3.6, we plot the flame position and flow displacement as

several interesting features of these figures that are further elucidated in later figures.

We first note from figure 3.5 that the amplitude of oscillations of the flame is smaller

for the higher frequency. This trend was observed by Saitoh and Otsuka(1976)

and has been predicted in previous studies as well. However, the amplitude of the

displacement fluctuations is seen to be larger at the higher frequency. In figure 3.7 we

have plotted these amplitudes, which we define as the difference between successive

maximum and minimum locations over one period, as functions of frequency. The

amplitude of the flame is seen to be non-monotonic. At low frequencies the flame

responds almost instantaneously to the slow fluctuations in the flow and its amplitude
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Figure 3.5 Flame position versus time for two different values of frequency w 2 and
20, with A = 0.1 and α  =6

the amplitude of the fluctuations in the flow displacement increases monotonically

with (.4) and asymptotes to a finite value. At high frequencies the flame is unable to

respond to the rapid oscillations in the flow and appears to be confined to a single

location. Due to the varying strain rate of the flow impinging on the flame there is a

continual change in the divergence of the streamlines so that the flow displacement

a(t), oscillates with a finite amplitude.

The negligible response of the flame at high frequencies as compared to the

pronounced displacement effect suggests the possibility that the magnitude of the

flow displacement may temporarily exceed the flame standoff distance. This is illus-

trated in figures 3.8 to 3.11, where we have plotted both D(t) and a(t) for four
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Figure 3.6 Flow displacement versus time for two different values of frequency w 2

3.10), there exists a portion of each cycle where the magnitude of the displacement

exceeds the flame standoff distance. During these time intervals, the fluctuating

flame causes a flow reversal immediately ahead of the flame. This results in the

formation of a temporary stagnation plane slightly upstream of the flame. A sketch

of the streamlines at four different times within one cycle (figure 3.12 to 3.16) illus-

trates this phenomenon. Note that at higher frequency, the temporary stagnation

plane is located further upstream. Finally, we remark that the flame always moves

upstream during the time interval that a reverse flow exists. Another trend that we

observe from figure 3.5 is that, at higher frequency, the mean flame location is shifted

slightly upstream from the steady position (which is the position shown at t = 0 in
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Figure 3.7 The amplitude of the fluctuations of the flame and of the flow displacement
as functions of frequency with A = 0.1 and a = 6

shortly. The shift is a consequence of nonlinear interactions between flame and flow

that results in a decrease in the mean value of the normal velocity component ahead

of the flame. This, in turn, causes the flame to position itself (on average) further

upstream in order to achieve a balance with the incoming flow. The mean value of

in figure 3.18.

Plots of the phase planes of both flame position D and flow displacement a,

give further evidences to support the results reported thus far. In figures 3.19 and

periodic solution about steady state values. In figures 3.21 and 3.22, we increased

The flame position and flow displacement again evolve to a periodic state, although
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the initial transient is much longer at higher frequencies and larger amplitude. These

figures also clearly demonstrate the shift in the mean flame position from the steady

We emphasize that our analysis places no restrictions on the amplitude of the

imposed oscillations A. However, our computations indicate that, for sufficiently

large w, a maximum value of A exists beyond which convergence is not attained and

solutions fail to exist. This is consistent with the high frequency asymptotic solution

that we now discuss.

3.4 The High Frequency Limit

Many of the interesting results reported in the previous section are most pronounced

at high frequency. We have therefore treated this limit in more detail with our

primary objective being the determination of the mean flame position. To this end



system (3.33)—(3.35) which, for v = 1, takes the form

We are interested in the time-periodic response of the system to periodic forcing

terms that result after the initial transient has faded away. The system (3.44) and

30

large ω, necessitates the introduction of the multi-scale expansion

series of problems that are then solved recursively.
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Figure 3.10 Flow displacement and flame position versus time for frequency ω  = 6,
showing their relative positions; with A = 0.1 and o- = 6

To leading order we have

whose solution

At the next order we have



unknown functions, a 2 and c i i = 1, 2, 3, 4, namely

a2 (0) = 0 	 c1 (0) 	 c2 (0) = 0
	

(3.57)

32
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Figure 3.12 The relative position of flame position and flow displacement at four different
times during one period

undetermined at this stage so that one must proceed to the next order.

and the dependence on 7 suggests seeking solutions of the form

which, upon inserting into (3.59) provides equations for the determination of the

for all these variables can readily be constructed we need only consider the equations
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Figure 3.13 Schematic showing the streamlines at time t t 1 . The arrows extending

After some manipulation the system can be reduced to two equations for j(2)
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Figure 3.14 Schematic showing the streamlines at time t t2. The arrows extending
from the surfaces x = a and x = D indicate their direction of motion at the given time
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Figure 3.15 Schematic showing the streamlines at time t t3. The arrows extending
from the surfaces x = a and x D indicate their direction of motion at the given time.
Note the appearance of the reversal flow at times t3 and Li

Multiplying the last two by c 3 and c2 , respectively, and adding the results yields an

obtained previously. Differentiating once we find that the nontrivial solutions of this

equation are governed by the linear third-order equation
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Figure 3.16 Schematic showing the streamlines at time t t4. The arrows extending
from the surfaces x = a and x D indicate their direction of motion at the given time.
Note the appearance of the reversal flow at times t3 and t4

and the coefficients, c i , can also be uniquely determined by going to higher orders in

the perturbation scheme, but we shall not carry out these details.

In summary, an approximation to the solution of (3.33)—(3.35), valid for large

which indicates that the temporal fluctuations induce rapid spatial oscillations in the
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Figure 3.17 Flame position versus time for high frequency w = 100; calculated for A 0.3

amount. This result agrees extremely well with the numerical calculations discussed

in the previous section when w is taken sufficiently large.

Turning to equation (3.34), we introduce the expansion

governed by the equation

Hence



Figure 3.18 The mean axial velocity for two limiting cases w → 0 and ∞

which consists of two branches corresponding to the 	 signs in the numerator of

the expression contained in the logarithm. The physically meaningful solution is the

which approaches the steady-state value (3.38) in the limit A 	 0, as it should. This

expression also suggests that for A 	 0 the mean flame position, on the average,

exceeds the steady value; the flame locates itself further upstream and its mean

position increases with increasing A. This trend remains valid for finite amplitude

oscillations as seen in figure 3.23. The figure illustrates the dependence of the mean

position D as a function of the amplitude A, based on the numerical evalution of
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Figure 3.19 Phase plane of flame position D for the values of imposed amplitude A = 0.1
and imposed frequency to ω= 2, withσ=6

is the value of A for which the denominator in the logarithm term on the right hand

side of equation (3.77) vanishes. At high frequency the flame can no longer respond

to the rapid oscillations in the flow field and, consequently, its does not fluctuate too

much from its mean position. When the amplitude, A, becomes sufficiently large, the

variations in the flow field become too extreme for the flame to withstand, and the

and reported in figure 3.23 for A = 0.1 and 0.4, break down for 0.4 < A < 0.446.

For comparison with the numerical results obtained with w = 100 we have marked in

figure 3.17 (broken curve) the mean position as calculated from (3.78). Also marked

in this figure (full curve) is the position of the flame corresponding to a constant strain

rate based on equation (3.38). Finally, we point out that the numerical solutions for
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Figure 3.20 Phase plane of flow displacement a for the values of imposed amplitude
A = 0.1 and imposed frequency ω  = 2, with σ  = 6

the flame oscillates a finite number of times before blow off.

3.5 The Constant-Density Approximation

We remark that our analysis fully accounts for the coupling between the flame and

the underlying flow field. These effects are sometimes ignored in theoretical studies

by assuming a constant-density flow. While such an assumption may compromise

reality, the simplification is often adopted in order to gain insights and the approach

has been successful in explaining a variety of flame phenomena. The present study,

however, clearly demonstrates a situation for which the strong coupling between

the flame and the hydrodynamics may result in qualitatively different predictions in

flame behaviour. To illustrate this point further, we compare our results to those

obtained when the effect of the flame on the flow is neglected. This is achieved by
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Figure 3.21 Phase plane of flame positiona D for the values of imposed amplitude A = 0.4

see that the flame speed equation (3.35) then uniquely determins D as

and, in contrast to our previous results, is independent of the flow downstream. In

figure 3.24 we show the flame location as determined from both, the constant-density

model (3.80) and the 'exact' solutions obtained previously. Although the general

shape of the response curves is similar in both cases, the mean flame location for the

constant-density model is predicted to lie much closer to the wall. The phase lag is

qualitatively the same, increasing monotonically with ω to 90° in agreement with the

solution shown in figure 3.4. However, as shown in figure 3.25, the constant-density

model predicts a monotonic decrease of flame amplitude with frequency, in contrast

to the exact solution displayed in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.22 Phase plane of flow displacement a for the values of imposed amplitude

Another difference is that the shift in the mean flame position that was

observed at high frequencies does not persist when the constant-density simplifi-

cation is invoked. This is illustrated in figure 3.26 where the flame location as given

by equation (3.80) is plotted for ω  = 100. After an initial transient, the flame

is seen to relax into oscillatory motion about the steady state solution D = 1/2.

furthermore, the solution given by (3.80) exists for all values of imposed amplitude,

A. Thus, when ignoring the effect of the flame on the underlying flow, blow off is

not predicted. Finally, when the flow ahead of the flame remains potential it is clear

that the appearance of a stagnation plane ahead of the flame and consequently the

region of reverse flow, is not predicted.
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Figure 3.23 Mean flame position as a function of the amplitude A, for high frequency

3.6 Hydrodynamic Effects with Impulsive Strain Rate

To test the validity of the traditional assumption that the flame response to strain

is instantaneous, Petrov and Ghoniem(1995) examined the time-dependent response

of a premixed laminar flame when subjected to a sudden change in strain and a

periodic strain. Their numerical study provides evidence that the flame response

time strongly depends on the Lewis number and the flame temperature.

In this section, we employ our model to study how flame responds to a sudden

change in strain rate from one constant value to another, and we construct an

analytical expression for the evolution of flame front. Under a stepwise increase

in strain rate, the leading order system to be investigated follows from (3.33)—(3.35)

as
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Figure 3.24 Comparison of flame position versus time for the constant density model

Equation (3.85) is a first order quasi-linear hyperbolic PIKE, and the method
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Figure 3.25 The amplitude of the fluctuations of the flame versus frequency for a constant
density model

and the characteristic curves are

We only consider characteristic curves that initially start from the time axis, see

the schematic diagram in figure 3.27. We use the notation that the ith characteristic

is a sudden change in strain rate, therefore all the characteristic curves starting at

Along characteristic curves, (3.86) is a Ricatti type equation, which can be

solved exactly by introducing the following transformation
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Figure 3.26 Flame position versus time for a constant density model

which reduces (3.86) to

Solutions are

where c and d are integration constants. The solution will take one of the following

three forms:
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Figure 3.27 The evolution of characteristic curves experience a sudden change in strain
rate at time t t,

Upon imposing conditions, solutions are found to be
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To determine the characteristic curves, we now turn to the integral expression

in (3.87). Thus we first look at figure 3.27, which describes the evolution of each

characteristic curve starting from time axis. Each curve starts at different initial

time 4, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, We can trace the evolution of a characteristic curve, for

t, and therefore, the system (3.87) can be rewritten into

We differentiate (3.97) with respect to t o , to get

and integration of (3.98) with respect to t yields an expression for z to . Also we note

therefore (3.99) can be expressed locally by



where m and M are given by (3.94) and (3.95).

Since those expressions in (3.101)—(3.103) are rational in both t o and t, we can

readily integrate them to give
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Comparing equation (3.87) with (3.83), one notes that the flame position D

—z, corresponds to the characteristic curve. Thus we obtain the flame position D by

solving for characteristic curve.

In figures 3.28 and 3.29, we show the response of flame to a sudden change in

strain rate at time t 3, as predicted by equation (3.106). As shown by Petrov

and Ghoniem(1995), there is a delay for the flame to adjust to its new steady state

position. Figure 3.28 considers the effect of doubling the strain rate, while in figure

3.29 the strain rate is suddenly reduced by half. The delay time is clearly seen to be

larger in the latter case.

3.7 Inclusion of Transport and Viscous Effects

We now return to the problem of a flame in stagnation point flow with oscillating

strain rate. Of interest here will be to determine the role of thermal diffusive effects

(3.31). The leading order system treated in section 3.3 was in fact Landau's original

model. Here we retain thermal-diffusive effects as a perturbation, and from the
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Figure 3.28 Flame response to sudden change in strain rate for µ1 < µ 2 with σ  = 6,
µ1=1 and µ2 = 2

For a constant strain rate, ,u, constant, the system (3.109)—(3.114) possesses

an exact solution as constructed by Eteng, Ludford and Matalon (1986) (see Appendix
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B); these results are listed here for completeness. For the two-dimensional case

(v = 0), the solution G 1 and flame location D 1 are given by
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The constants C, E, F are:

For the axisymmetric case (v = 1), the solution G 1 and flame location D 1 are

given by

respectively. In both cases, the displacement a l follows from (3.114).

The flame speed correction term D 1 increases whenever we decrease Prandtl

number Pr or 4, the deviation of Lewis number Le from unity.

For an unsteady strain rate, the system (3.109)—(3.114) must be solved numer-

ically. We will use the exact same procedure as we did at leading order to solve

JO

such that equation (3.109) takes the form

We consider characteristic curves as determined from the equation
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Figure 3.30 Flame position versus time for three different values of the deviation of Lewis

time for three different values of the deviation of Lewis number .t from unity. Note

that the flame locates itself further from the wall as Lewis number is decreased.

The amplitude of the flame response is also seen to be larger at the smaller Lewis

number. This is due to the fact that the flame encounters larger fluctuations in the

normal velocity. Figure 3.31 shows that flame amplitude is an monotonic decreasing

function of the deviation of Lewis number

In figure 3.32, we plot flame position D as function of time for three different

values of Prandtl number, and fixed .e —1. The flame is seen to position itself

closer to the wall as the Prandtl number is increased. The same trend was predicted

in the steady analysis of Eteng, Ludford and Matalon(1986). We also investigate

the relationship between Prandtl number and flame oscillating amplitude, and this
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Figure 3.31. Flame oscillating amplitude versus the deviation of Lewis number from unity,

relationship is sketched on figure 3.33 which states that the flame amplitude almost

linearly depends on Prandtl number and the flame amplitude is a strict monotonic

decreasing function of Prandtl number.

We now consider modifications to the high frequency flame response due to

viscous effects. Recall that, at 0(1), the mean flame position was found to shift

upstream of its steady state value. Here we find that viscosity tends to sfift the

mean position back toward the wall. This is illustrated in figures 3.34 and 3.35. In

flame is seen to eventually relax to a periodic state, with mean position clearly closer

to the wall.
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Figure 3.32 Flame position versus time for three different values of Prandtl number,
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Figure 3.34 Flame position versus time for high frequency w = 50, with a = 6, A = 0.2,

Figure 3.35 Phase plane of flame position D, with the imposed values a = 6, w = 50,



CHAPTER 4

A NONLINEAR FLAME MODEL

4.1 Problem Description

In the previous chapters, the response of a premixed flame to a flow field with a

time dependent strain rate was studied by using NEF models. In such models, the

dependence of flame speed on stretch is linear and furthermore, variations in flame

speed from its adiabatic value occur only as a perturbation. As such, NEF's are

unable to capture nonlinear phenomena such as extinction. On the other hand,

SVF models (see chapter one) do exhibit a nonlinear dependence of flame speed

on stretch. These models have been used previously to study flame extinction in

steady stagnation point flow cf. Kim and Matalon(1988). While these models are

known to give correct qualitative predictions of steady flames, it is also well known

that they can yield incorrect predictions of unsteady behavior such as instability

cf. Buckmaster(1977). Part of the difficulty may be that the formulation of these

models considers quasi-steady flame strutures, ignoring transient effects that take

place on a time scale comparable to the one used to measure reaction-diffusion. In

this chapter, we derive an equation for flame speed that allows for arbitray Lewis

also allow for unsteadiness on the transient time scale such that the flame structure is

unsteady. For simplicity, we specifically examine the stagnation point flow, although

the analysis can readily be extended to arbitrary geometries. The configuration is

sketched in figure 4.1.

The flow field is V = (U, V), where U and V denote the axial and transverse

velocity components, respectively. The flame location is x D(t), and the dashed

line at x = a(t) is the flow displacement due to thermal expansion, as discussed

earlier.
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Figure 4.1 Flame in oscillating stagnation point flow

In previous SVF formulations, the flame structure was treated as quasi-steady

since fluctuations are only permitted on the hydrodynamic time scale rather than

the reaction and diffusion time scales. Here, I will introduce both a fast time T and

and in addition, we assume there is a linear dependence between λ  and T, such that

λ  = T. Thus, equations (2.10) — (2.18) now become
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We now examine this system for the stagnation point flow geometry in the limit

4.2 Analysis

We call the thin flame region the flame zone whose nondimensional thickness is

zone where chemistry is confined. The nondimensional thickness of the reaction zone

temperature. A schematic illustration of the flame and reaction zones is shown in

Figure 4.2 .

Figure 4.2 Reaction zone embeded in flame zone
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We restrict our attention to a planar flame in oscillating stagnation point flow,

and thus, it is convenient to introduce a new coordinate system attached to the flame

Upon making this coordinate transformation, the continuity equation becomes

It is convenient to define

where s is the flame speed. We consider weak stretch, so that the amplitude of the

The continuity equation now becomes
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and similarly, we can rewrite energy, mass fraction, and momentum equations in

terms of new coordinate system as

From (4.19) and (4.20), we see that, to balance fluctuations in the velocity field

Equation (4.19) and (4.20) now become
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In order to avoid dealing with the reaction rate term Ω , it is convenient for us

to define a new enthalpy variable H, which is a linear combination of T and Y, that

is

thus an equation for H is gotten upon adding (4.17) to (4.18), yielding

Equation (4.25) will now replace the equation for the mass fraction (4.18) in

the ensuing analysis.

in the derived flame speed equation. To analyze the flame zone, we introduce the

density-weighted coordinate



The above governing equations take the form
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The first step to analyze (4.33) to (4.37) is to resolve the reaction zone. This

requires dealing with the nonlinear reaction rate term in equation (4.34). We employ

the method of matched asymptotic expressions to relate all variables across this zone.



and expand the variables T and H as follows:

Note that to leading order in the reaction zone, both T and H are the same

Y 0 when the reactant is totally consumed, this means

In the reaction zone, the equations for T and H are

and upon inserting (4.40)—(4.41) into (4.44), we get
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We can now integrate (4.45) twice and (4.46) once respectively, to get
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where C0l , C02 , and C1 are integration constants. The solutions we construct here

must be matched to solutions in the outer flame zone.

The expansions for those outer solutions T and H are given by

Employing the method of matched asymptotics, we equate (4.51) and (4.52)

Since in the flame zone, to leading order, T and H satisfy
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then (4.56) can be written

To summarize, we can express the above jump conditions as

where the jump operator [•] is defined as

A final condition is needed to determine flame speed. This follows from analysis

of (4.43). To leading order, diffusion and reaction balance to give

where

Therefore (4.63) becomes



and thus (4.47) can be rewritten into

Inserting (4.68) into (4.66), now gives the ODE

so that (4.69) becomes
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and it is easy to find that when

then the matching conditions simplify to

The equation (4.71) becomes
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where

mation form

gives the downstream temperature perturbation

across the reaction zone. To demonstrate this, we consider the matching condition

from above:

From above, it follows that

We shift the x coordinate in (4.74), and let

so that (4.74) becomes



and from (4.76), it follows that

71

These jump conditions can now be applied to find solutions in the outer flame zone.

4.3 Flame Response and Extinction

i.e.
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These expansions are inserted into equations (4.33)—(4.37) and solutions are

sought that satisfy the jump conditions

and the boundary conditions

Suppose that we introduce a time harmonic unsteady perturbation into the

can further expand the above variables as



the transport variables is

whose solutions are



whose solutions are readily found to be
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We now turn to the fluid equations. From (4.36), it follows that the leading

can be easily found from (4.33) and (4.34), and given by

where C is integration constant.



(4.34) and (4.35). Since
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We solve (4.151) and (4.155) by using integrating factors
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4.4 Results and Discussions
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is

(4.165) takes the form of previous steady flame structure analyses given by

Buckmaster(1977). It is well known that this equation captures flame extinction

properties when Lewis number Le > 1. On the other hand, when Le < 1, (4.165)

predicts that flame speed is a monotonic increasing function of imposed flow strain
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It follows that the amplitude of m 1 diminishes at high frequency, and the

burning rate becomes 135° out of phase with imposed oscillation. In figure 4.5, we

plot the real part of m 1 as a function of frequency w with fixed leading order flame

speed m° = 0.8. In fact, for any given value of m°, the profile of the real part of m 1

as function of frequency w with fixed leading order flame speed m ° is similar to that

shown in figure 4.5. When w is small, the system is quasi-steady and m 1 responds

instantaneously. There is no phase lag and m 1 approaches the real value, given by

(4.169). When w is large, both real and imaginary parts of ml approach zero, and

the phase lag becomes more noticeable. This agrees with previous studies cf. Im,

Bechtold and Law(1996).

From (4.168), we note that, no matter what value the Lewis number takes

(greater or less than unity), when frequency w becomes large, the magnitude of m1
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Figure 4.6 Phase lag of flame relative to the incoming flow as a function of frequency w
for the entire range of Lewis number Le

approaches zero, while the phase lag between flame and imposed oscillation becomes

135° out of phase. In figure 4.6, we plot phase lag between flame and imposed

oscillation as function of frequency w, for any Lewis number. The graph shows that

the phase lag is a monotonic increasing function of w. This result agrees with that

of Petrov and Ghoniem(1995), who found that for high frequency oscillating strains,

and over the entire range of Lewis number and flame temperature, the phase lag is

of order of 140°.

In figures (4.7)—(4.12) we plot the real part of m 1 as function of scaled strain

rate with fixed Lewis number, Le = 2, for different values of frequency w. Our

attention will focus on Le > 1, in which case, flame extinction happens. Figure 4.7

shows that for small frequency, m 1 becomes infinite when the strain rate approaches

is consistent with the expression (4.169). At high frequencies, m 1 achieves a finite
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value, suggesting that extiction can be delayed at high frequency. This agrees with

the result reported by 1m, Bechtold and Law(1996).
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frequency w with fixed Lewis number Le = 2
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frequency w with fixed Lewis number Le 2
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have used a combination of numerical techniques and matched

asymptotics to investigate the response of premixed flames to time-dependent

strained flow fields for both near equidiffusional flames and slowly varying flames.

Due to the potential application to turbulent combustion modeling, our main interest

was to analyze flame-flow interactions in a simple unsteady strained flow, namely

the oscillating stagnation point flow.

For near equidiffusional flames, this study complements the work of Im,

Bechtold and Law(1996) in several ways. First, we extend the range of strain rates

by considering weak strain so that the flame resides outside the viscous boundary

layer. Second, our analysis is not limited to small amplitude perturbations from

the mean steady state, and thus nonlinear effects can be captured. Finally, our

analysis accounts for the full interaction between the flame and the flow field, and

thus we focus on hydrodynamic effects. Our predictions regarding flame response are

found to be in agreement with previous studies of Saitoh and Otsuka(1976); and Im,

Bechtold and Law(1996). We also obtain the following results that are attributed

to hydrodynamic effects: (a) the mean flame position is shifted upstream from the

steady state location, (b) a region of reverse flow temporarily appears immediately

ahead of the flame even though the magnitude of the imposed oscillations is smaller

than the mean strain rate, and (c) there is a maximum amplitude of oscillation

beyond which the flame fails to exist. These results are most pronounced at high

frequencies and agree with the asymptotic solution constructed in that regime.

Viscous and transport effects on near equidiffusional flame response to incoming

flow were also examined. The flame was found to shift closer to the stagnation plane
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with an increase in either Lewis number or Prandtl number. The viscous effects

become more noticeable at high frequency.

A nonlinear flame speed equation for SW's was also derived by exploring the

unsteady flame structure caused by the imposed unsteadiness. This flame speed

model demonstrates the importance of Lewis number, which causes flame extinction.

This model predicts that flame extinction can be delayed when the strain rate

oscillates about the static extinction point, which is in agreement with the results

reported by Im, Bechtold and Law(1996). It also predicts that the phase lag between

flame and incoming flow becomes 135° no matter what value the Lewis number takes

when the imposed frequency become large enough. This result is in agreement with

that of Petrov and Ghoniem(1995).



APPENDIX A

THE DERIVATION OF CONSERVATION CONDITIONS
FOR SYSTEMS (3.2)—(3.7)

Jump conditions (3.5)-(3.7) imply the boundary conditions of stream function

equation, which yields

By the definition of jump
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As we know that
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I claim that both p] and the leading order term [n•p o ] in (3.7) are independent

of y. To prove it, let's apply the jump operator [.] to the leading order x-momentum

equation



We evaluate (A.16) term by term

we have proved that :Pox] is y-independent. It is obvious that p] is y-independent

also.

y-momentum equation and apply jump operator [•] to it, to get
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We plug these terms into (A.21) and solve for

which gives

equation, and recall that Vo is continuous acrossing flame surface, to get

where
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can easily find the jump of vorticity, which is given by
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After all above analysis, we have obtained the complete set of boundary

conditions, which are

where



APPENDIX B

SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS (3.26)—(3.31) WITH CONSTANT
STRAIN RATE

For constant strain rate it, the solution for system (3.26)—(3.31) will independent of

time t, therefore, it can be rewritten into

The leading order 0(1) terms of system (B.1)—(B.5) for two-dimensional case

(v = 0) are

We differentiate (B.8) with respect to z, to get
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where c is integration constant, which can be determined by using the boundary

conditions

where a and b can be determined by using the boundary conditions and the condition

with

In order to simplify equation (B.14), we make following substitution

and plug G ) into (B.16), after some simplification to get

We multiply (B.20) by integral factor and integrate it once
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the integral constant C can be determined by boundary conditions, which is given

It is easy to find out the particular solution, which is

thus the general solution G 1 (z) is given by

where E and F are determined by boundary conditions

The leading order 0(1) terms of system (B.1)—(B.5) for two-dimensional case

(v = 1) are

We look for solution which takes following form



and plug (B.31) into (B.28) and utilizing the boundary conditions to get
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We look for solution which takes following form

and plug (B.37) into (B.35) and utilizing the boundary conditions to get
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